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Youxian poems--poems of wonderland traveling is an important theme in 
Chinese classical poetry along with poems of the landscape, poems of the garden 
city and poems of the frontier fortress. It has a long history. Tang Dynasty is the 
“Golden Age” in poetry development in Chinese history. Youxian poems present 
distinctive styles. Youxian poems by poets of mid-late Tang dynasty are what the 
present thesis tries to research and have a systematic comprehension on them. 
The dissertation consists of five parts: the first part makes a brief 
introduction to the social background and poets’ psychology. The second part is a 
summary of the contents of Youxian poems by poets of mid-late Tang dynasty. 
Some are songs of celestial beings and fairyland, some are songs of one’s 
frustrated feelings, and some are the depiction about romantic love affairs. The 
third part probes into artistic traits of Youxian poems, which includes the 
extraordinary imagination about celestial beings and fairyland , the intense 
contrast in time and space and fanciful and illusory blending in kinds of senses. 
The fourth part points out the two evolution trends of Youxian poems by poets of 
mid-late Tang dynasty. One is the emergence of many anti- Youxian poems; the 
other is the secularization of Youxian poems. The fifth part discusses Youxian 
poems in legends of the mid-late Tang dynasty, which have a particular effect on 
legends. Their combination makes Youxian poems expand in both contents and 
styles. 
Youxian poems have been in existence in all phases of Chinese feudal 
society since it appeared. Youxian poems by poets of mid-late Tang dynasty 
reflect a side aspect of poets’ spiritual world and add fantastic and romantic color. 
Undoubtedly it is significant for us to research Youxian poems by poets of 
mid-late Tang dynasty thoroughly and appraise poetry’s outstanding 
achievements comprehensively at that period. 
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